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Abstract. Script identification plays an important role in multi-lingual scene text robust-reading system. Most existing
methods consider script identification as an ordinary image classification problem, where a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is widely used. However, these methods do not investigate the text information which is cognitively useful
for identification as human use. In this paper, we propose a two-stage script identification method by integrating text information. In the first stage, we utilize a Residual Neural Network (ResNet) based method to get a preliminary classification
result. In the second stage, we recognize scene text by a multi-lingual recognition system, then we propose a fusion CNN
to integrate the recognized text information and classification scores from the first stage in order to get the final identified
language. We evaluate the proposed method on the benchmark dataset ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017. The experimental results
show encouraging performance. Specifically, the accuracy is improved by 2.06% and 1.28% on validation set and test set,
respectively.
Keywords: Script identification · CNN · Two-stage method · Text recognition information · Workshop AICS.

1

Introduction

Script identification aims to classify the text into one of the available scripts including Latin, Chinese, Japanese, etc. It is
one of the essential elements in document image analysis and recognition, where most optical character recognition (OCR)
systems are lingually dependent, such as Chinese and Latin OCR system. Therefore we need to know the lingual information
before we call the OCR system. Script identification area has attracted much attention in recent years, especially in scene
script identification, and is widely applied in machine translation of multi-lingual document images and multi-lingual scene
text recognition [1–4]. Figure 1 shows some examples of scene text images with different languages.

Fig. 1. Examples of scene text images with different languages from ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017 datasets.

Script identification can be regarded as an image classification problem, which has made significant progress with the
development of deep neural networks [5]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are widely exploited in script identification,
achieving high performance. However, these methods only utilize the image pixel features, which do not consider the text
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information. Recently, some works have been proposed to combine the script identification and text recognition as an end-toend model, which shows superior accuracy but with great complexity [6].
In this paper, we propose a two-stage script identification method that integrates text recognition information. In the first
stage, we develop a deep CNN model to obtain a preliminary classification results of the script and output probabilities of
each language for this script. In the second stage, firstly we recognize the image to obtain a recognition score through scene
text recognition systems, where each system is pre-trained for different language. We assume that if the text recognition
system with a wrong script is used to recognize the image, it will generate an output with a low confidence score. Thus, we
use a CNN model with the text recognition score and the preliminary classification score to output the final script result.
Compared to the end-to-end model [6], the proposed method does not optimize the text recognition model, able to reduce the
complexity largely. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method in the dataset of ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017, achieving
very encouraging results.

2
2.1

Related Work
Script Identification

In this part, we review some related works on script identification briefly. Prior to using deep learning methods, script structure
and texture level features are deeply investigated in script identification problem. Hochberg et al. [7] created cluster-based
templates from script dataset, and compared new words with these templates to determine the best script. The method of
texture level features aims to extract the different visual appearance to do automatic script identification, such as rotation
invariant texture features [8]. Then, a wavelet waveform based method was proposed to detect edge features from text line
image and used a K-NN classifier to perform classification [9, 10].
With the development of deep neural networks, document analysis and recognition has achieved great progress, especially
scene text recognition and handwritten text recognition [5, 11, 12]. Recently, the CNN models have been widely exploited
for script identification. Shi et al. [13] proposed a Multi-stage Spatially-sensitive Pooling Network (MSPN) which allows the
input image with an unfixed size. Gomez et al. [14] introduced the fine-grained mindset into CNN based scene text script
identification models and combined the Naive-Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) classifier. In ICDAR2017 Robust Reading
Challenge on RRC-MLT, almost all of the participated teams adopted CNN-based classification methods [15]. To capture
the sequence information, Bhunia et al. [16] combined CNN and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to extract fine-grained
information and global texture features at the same time, where the sliding windows were used to capture script patches and
fed to long-short term meorry (LSTM) with an attention mechanism (AM).

2.2

Scene Text Recognition

With the success of deep learning in recent years [17, 18], many researchers started to design various deep neural networks
for Scene text recognition (STR). A traditional method [19] recognizes characters separately by adopting a fully connected
network combined with beam search and distributed language modelling. Jaderberg et al. [20] regarded text recognition as a
multi-class classification by utilizing deep neural networks, where every class represents a single word from a dictionary with
totally 90,000 common English words.
Based on multiple successful application of RNNs [21, 22], Shi et al. [23] proposed an end-to-end trainable neural network
(CRNN) for STR that is a combination of CNN and RNN. CRNN consists of 3 layers: CNN-based layers for extracting
spatial features from input, recurrent layers for predicting a character distribution for each frame and Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) [24] layers for converting predictions into a character sequence.
In addition to CTC, AM is also a good option for sequence modelling. Lee et al. [25] proposed a recursive recurrent
network with AM. AM shows superior performance on selecting useful features. However, Cheng et al. [26] observed a shift
problem from AM. In order to alleviate it, Cheng et al. [26] proposed a focusing attention network through aligning attention
region with the target area in images.
CRNN-based methods combining with CTC or attention have achieved state-of-the-art performance for regular texts (horizontal or slightly distorted). In the real world, however, there are a lot of irregular texts (perspectively distorted or curved).
Recognizing irregular texts are more difficult and most existing methods fail in this task. Recently, STR on irregular texts has
attracted great research interest recently. For example, the works [27–29] introduced a rectification network before recognition
network, in order to rectify the entire text to become more canonical and make recognition tasks easier. In addition, Liu et
al. [30] created a character-level spatial transformer to adjust each character.
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Proposed Two-stage Framework

In this section, we describe our two-stage script identification pipeline in details. In the first stage, we apply a residual neural
network (ResNet) [31] to obtain the script results with probability information. In the second stage, we engage the pre-trained
text recognition model to output a confidence score of recognition result with each script. Then the preliminary classification
probabilities from the first stage and recognition confidence scores are combined to input a CNN to get the final script result.
The overall architecture of our framework is shown in Figure 2. In this system, we take a multi-object rectified attention
network (MORAN) [29] as the baseline text recognition model, which includes two parts: a multi-object rectification network
(MORN) and an attention-based sequence recognition network (ASRN).

Probability Scores
(N×1)

Integrating Features
(N×N×2)

ResNet110

Final Result

Input Image

Fusion CNN

Latin

MORAN

Recognition Scores
(N×1)

Fig. 2. The overall architecture of the proposed method.

3.1

Preliminary Results from ResNet Model

Due to the superior performance of ResNet in image classification [31], we use the ResNet-110 model to classify the input
scene image to get the preliminary script results in the stage one. Given the raw script image I, we first resize the height of
the input to a constant 32 pixels and crop it from center to become a 32×32 patch, then feed it into ResNet model to generate
a preliminary script results with probability information:
{scripti , P i } = ResN et(I),

scripti ∈ {S}.

(1)

In the above, {S} represent the given script set with M scripts, scripti and P i represent the i-th script and the probability,
respectively. To save the computational cost in the second stage, we only take the all classification probability information for
each script.
3.2

Text Recognition Model

In the multi-lingual text recognition task, we employ several MORAN [29] for each language. Considering that different
languages have their unique characteristics, we slightly modify corresponding networks’ structures and train the network on
variable-length datasets. The MORAN model contains two steps: the first step is a multi-object rectification network (MORN),
which is used to predict offset of each pixel. Based on the learned offset maps, we rectify the input image and feed it into an
attention based sequence recognition network (ASRN) for recognition. ASRN includes a common CNN-LSTM encoder and
an attention-based sequence decoder.
MORN: Multi-Object Rectification Network We generate rectified images using a rectification network to ease the latter
recognition stage. Compared with most rectification networks [32, 28] using geometric knowledge, MORN is more flexible
because it is free of geometric constraints and can realise more complex transformation.
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The core of MORN is to generate a pixel mapping from the input image I coordinates (i0 , j 0 ) to the rectified image I 0
coordinates (i, j). MORN first employs a CNN to divide I into several parts and then predicts the approximate offsets of each
part based on spatial features. Offset maps include two channels that represent x-coordinate and y-coordinate, respectively. At
the same time, two basic grids are generated to record the original x-coordinate and y-coordinate of each part. Then, the offset
maps are resized to the size of I through bilinear interpolation. The resized offset maps are combined with the basic grids to
get the final offset map as follows:
of f set0c,i,j = of f setc,i,j + gridc,i,j , c = 1, 2,

(2)

where i, j represents the i-th row and j-th column, respectively. of f set0 means the final offset maps that record new location
of individual pixels. After obtaining the final offset maps, we rectify the input image with the following:
 0
i = of f set01,i,j
0
⇒ Ii,j
= Ii0 ,j 0 ,
(3)
j 0 = of f set02,i,j
where i0 and j 0 are obtained from the final offset maps.
ASRN: Attention-based Sequence Recognition Network The recognition network identifies text strings from rectified images and generates transcriptions. We utilized ResNet-LSTM and attention-based sequence bidirectional model as an encoder
and decoder, respectively [29]. First, the encoder extracts spatial and sequential features of text from images. Based on the
extracted features, the decoder then predicts a sequence of characters.
Encoder Visual and sequential information of texts are important components for recognition network. In the encoder, we
adopt ResNet [31] to extract spatial features from the rectified image I 0 . Then, the extracted spatial features (hconv × wconv ×
cconv ) are reshaped to a sequence of wconv vectors (hconv × cconv ). Next, a two-layer bidirectional LSTM [22] (BiLSTM)
is employed to fuse the spatial feature sequences to extract the contextual features. The output of BiLSTM is denoted as
L = [l1 , ..., lwconv ].
Decoder we take a bidirectional attentional sequence-to-sequence GRU [33] network in the decoder. Its input is feature sequence L extracted by the encoder. During the prediction, AM generates an attention mask α to emphasize the most significant
part in L. Then α is integrated with L, and a weighted feature sequence u is produced. Next, a combination of hidden state of
GRU, u and one-hot embedding vector of the previous character is input to GRU. Finally, we can get the predicted distribution
over characters and predict the target sequence.
After obtaining the final prediction sequence c, we sum all of the predicted character log-probabilities with the exponent
transform as the recognition confidence score:
n
X
lnP (ci |I 0 ; θ))
ssummation = exp(

(4)

i=1

Here, n is the length of the sequence and θ represents the parameters of the network. It considers the probability of all predicted
characters. However, sequences from different images are of variable length, and this scoring function may be unfair for long
sequences. Therefore, we normalize the probabilities by the sequence length as follows:
Pn
lnP (ci |I 0 ; θ)
).
(5)
snorm = exp( i=1
n
The results of the above scoring functions (Eqn. (4) or Eqn. (5)) are regarded as recognition features and fed into the following
fusion models. We compare these two scoring functions in the experiments, and find that the normalization score Eqn. (5)
performs much better.
3.3

Fusion with a CNN model

Recognition features extracted by the MORAN model contains rich text information about script. Compared with pure spatial
features, the addition of recognition information can cognitively improve the script identification performance. Therefore, we
combine preliminary identification results obtained from the first stage and recognition score from the second stage to train a
fusion CNN. The architecture of the fusion CNN model is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The configuration of the fusion CNN in the second stage (N=7)
Type
Input
Convolution
Convolution
Convolution
Fully-connected layer
Fully-connected layer
*

Configuration
maps : 32, k : 3 × 3, s : 1, p : 1
maps : 64, k : 3 × 3, s : 1
maps : 128, k : 3 × 3, s : 1
1024 neurons
7 neurons

Size
2×7×7
32 × 7 × 7
64 × 5 × 5
128 × 3 × 3

Here, k, s and p represent kernel size, stride and padding size, respectively.

The input contains two diagonal matrices, where the first matrix contains identification probabilities and the second matrix
records recognition information. Each row and column represent one language, so merely elements of main diagonal have
values. Each convolutional layer is followed by a ReLu layer. Two fully-connected layers are connected to the end of the
network. In this network, we follow the traditional rules of the CNN model with 3 × 3 kernel size, stride of 1. It is noted that
only the first convolution layer utilizes the one padding, where we need to prevent all information from being lost in the initial
input. Through implementing the CNN, initial classification results and recognition information are better integrated.
Besides probabilities and confidence scores, we also consider the relationship among languages. For example, the top
3 of a string is identified as Latin, Chinese and Arabic from high to low at the first stage, but the ground truth is Chinese.
Considering Chinese, Japanese and Korean are more similar than other languages, their corresponding confidence scores may
much closer to each other. Making use of this characteristic, we can train a fusion CNN model to correct the preliminary
wrong results. In order to achieve this function, we modify the kernel size from 3 × 3 to 1 × 3. This modification is equivalent
to looking for connections among each language and other languages. We train these two CNN models (3 × 3 kernel and 1 × 3
kernel), and compare their results in the experiments.

4

Experiments

In this section, we first describe the dataset information and experimental setting, then present the implementation in details.
Finally, we show the quantitative analysis of the experimental results.
4.1

Dataset

We evaluate the proposed method on the benchmark dataset ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017 [15], which includes 68,613 cropped
word images in training set, 16,255 word images in validation set, and another 97,619 word images in test set. This data set
consists of 9 languages: Arabic, English, French, Chinese, German, Korean, Japanese, Italian, Bangla. We assigned English,
French, German, Italian as Latin class to be consistent with the competition setting [15]. In addition, all special characters are
considered as the symbol class. Therefore, this dataset has 7 script classes. Furthermore, the recognition model needs a large
number of datasets, so we also use more than 1-million synthetic datasets from ICDAR RRC-MLT 2019 Task41 .
4.2

Implementation Details

In the stage one, we chose ResNet with the depth 110. The network was trained for 200 epochs with cross-entropy loss and
SGD optimizer. In training process, we initialized learning rate with 0.1 in first 80 epochs. Then, we reduced learning rate to
0.01 for 80-120 epochs and learning rate was 0.001 from 120-200 epochs. The whole training duration used a weight decay
of 10−4 .
For multi-lingual scene text recognition, we trained seven recognition models based on the MORAN model [29], because
there are seven scripts class in ICDAR RRC-MLT dataset. The number of output classes depends on the dictionary of the
language, including their own characters, 10 digits and universal symbols. We used ADADELTA [34] optimizer to train the
model on synthetic datasets. At first, the learning rate was 1.0 and decreased to 0.01 after around 15 epochs (different languages
may have a little difference). The batch size was set to 64. All input images were resized to 32-pixel width and equally scaled
length. After 30 epochs, the network was fine-tuned on real datasets.
The configuration of the fusion CNN model is shown in Table 1. The whole training process includes 50 epochs. We used
cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer. We set learning rate with 0.001 and weight decay was zero.
1

https://rrc.cvc.uab.es/?ch=15&com=tasks
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Comparison of Different Configures in the Fusion CNN

In the last section, we compared the different configures in the fusion CNN, such as the kernel size of 3×3 and 1×3. In
addition, we also compared the recognition scoring functions Eqn. (4) and Eqn. (5). All of these comparisons are evaluated on
the ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017 validation set, and the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Summaries of accuracy for different configures in the fusion CNN
Dataset

Network Version
ResNet-110 model
Fusion V1
Validation
Fusion V2
Set
Fusion V3
Fusion V4

Accuracy
82.17%
83.40%
83.79%
83.94%
84.23%

Descriptions
Baseline result
Summation Score Eqn. (4) with 3×3 kernel size
Summation Score Eqn. (4) with 1×3 kernel size
Normalized Score Eqn. (5) with 3×3 kernel size
Normalized Score Eqn. (5) with 1×3 kernel size

From Table 2, we can see that our proposed method with all of the fusion methods improves the accuracy apparently, and
the fusion CNN (Fusion V4) with normalized score and 1×3 kernel performs best, which demonstrate that kernel size with
1×3 and normalized score captures the correlation between preliminary classification results and text recognition information
much better. Therefore, we use the Fusion V4 in the following experiments.

4.4

Experiments in ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017 Test Set

Table 3 shows the script identification results of our proposed method (Fusion V4) on the ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017 test set,
and we can see that the proposed method can improve the accuracy of the baseline method (ResNet-110 model) by 1.28%.

Table 3. Script Identification results by using Fusion V4
Dataset
Test set

Method
ResNet-110
Fusion V4
Improvement

Accuracy
82.66%
83.94%
1.28%

To see the improvement on various scripts, we show the confusion matrices of all script classes in Table 4 and 5. We can
see that the correct identifications of Latin, Chinese, Korean and Bangla scripts are all increased. Especially for Korean, the
correct number is increased by more than 1k images. However, the numbers of correct Arabic, Japanese and Symbols drop
a little, and most of the error identifications are classified into Latin. This is mostly because of unbalanced training datasets
for the recognition model. For example, Japanese contains about 5,000 classes, which is around 50 times of Latin characters.
However, the Japanese recognition model is trained on datasets only contain 100k synthetic images while Latin contains 280k
images.

Table 4. Confusion matrix from ResNet-110

Arabic
Latin
Chinese
GT Japanese
Korean
Bangla
Symbols

Arabic
4457
391
16
107
149
18
74

Prediction
Latin Chinese Japanese Korean Bangla Symbols
554
22
60
19
7
23
57951 385
965
473
129
243
586
3068
946
99
20
15
2495 1319
3803
330
50
53
3575
741
984
7481
38
24
457
44
57
21
1948
0
1197
35
183
17
4
1986
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Table 5. Confusion matrix from Fusion V4

Arabic
Latin
Chinese
GT Japanese
Korean
Bangla
Symbols

Arabic
4399
181
9
40
63
6
60

Prediction
Latin Chinese Japanese Korean Bangla Symbols
611
16
53
20
28
15
58371 284
677
655
247
122
703
3235
680
94
23
6
2838 1256
3471
421
100
31
3200
395
690
8573
58
13
364
27
24
27
2097
0
1424
24
126
32
32
1798

Figure 3 shows the script identification results over all scripts, and we can see that Arabic scripts, Bangla scripts and Latin
scripts have higher accuracy than other language scripts. The uniqueness of character styles make them differentiated from
other scripts easily. However, many Chinese, Japanese and Korean scripts are from the same region, which exist overlapped
characters, so it is comparatively challenging to identify these scripts. With a sufficient training recognition model, our proposed method slightly improves the accuracy over the baseline CNN model.

澳

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of script-wise identification accuracy.

5

Conclusion

Script identification is an important component in the multi-lingual robust reading system. In this paper, we propose a twostage script identification method, which integrates the text recognition information in the baseline CNN models. The text
recognition information is obtained from a pre-trained text recognition model, and the integration is modelled by an ordinary
CNN. We evaluate the proposed method on ICDAR RRC-MLT 2017 dataset, and the extensive experimental results show
that our proposed model can consistently improve the performance. In future, we will consider to combine the baseline CNN
model and the fusion CNN model as an end-to-end model to improve the script identification performance.
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